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Positive Learning Behaviours based on animals are central to our school’s
ethos for learning and the school’s values for behaviour. These will be

referred to specifically in lessons and pupils will be rewarded for
demonstrating these positive behaviours.  They are as follows:

good listening - a bat working as a team - a bee being resilient - an ant making
links - spider taking risks - a meerkat being curious - a cat
being independent - a tiger having empathy - a monkey being creative - a unicorn
being wise - an owl being ready to learn - an elephant
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Subject: Design and Technology
Intent:
Our DT curriculum is designed to furnish children with important and accurate design and technology knowledge, to encourage
children to develop the creative (animal learning behaviour - unicorn), technical and practical expertise needed to perform every
day tasks confidently and to participate successfully in an increasingly technological work.   They should undertake focused
practical tasks and be resilient in developing their design and technology creations (animal behaviour - ant). We want our DT
curriculum to enable children to make links with healthy eating and learn how to cook (animal learning behaviour - spider).
Through our DT teaching we aim to enable our pupils to critique, evaluate and test their ideas and products and the work of
others.

Implementation:
● DT lessons will start with a mindmap of what the children already know under the headings of skills and knowledge. The

children will also write questions about what they would like to find out.
● Questioning will be developed throughout the teaching units with questions starters such as: if, when, will, should, could,

would, how, did, who, etc.
● A knowledge organiser and pre-learning of vocabulary (to offer equality of learning for all) will start the topic.
● DT skills and knowledge will be taught through a variety of teaching and learning styles.
● Finally, the mindmap will be completed again, in a different colour, to show learning for knowledge and skills and the

impact of the teaching and learning will be recorded.
● Children will refer back to prior learning before starting the next unit of work.
● Children will be taught using a two-year rolling programme as there are mixed year group classes.
● DT teaching will include Design, Making and Evaluation for every topic.

Impact:
There is an expected progression of skills mapped for each year group to identify the learning which will take place in each stage
throughout the school by following the Design and Technology programme of study against which the children and teachers will
assess impact and attainment.
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Autumn
Year A

EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2

YR Y1 & Y2
main class topic: down on
the farm/traditional tales

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: Stone age/

iron age

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: Victorians

KNOWLEDGE Reception Year
links with wider

curriculum
areas rather
than a stand

alone subjects.

Knowledge and
skills are

incorporated
within topic
activities.

Food - Make a breakfast for
Goldilocks.  Design a purposeful,

functional and appealing
breakfast for Goldilocks. To use
the basic principles of a healthy

and varied diet.

Focus practical task: using
simple utensils, food hygiene.

Mechanical systems - a
moving item. To understand, use

mechanical systems in their
products (eg gears, pulleys,
cams, levers and linkages).

Focused practical task:
to practice using mechanical

aspects of design

Food - to plan and create a
Christmas food product, using a

range of cooking techniques.

Focused practical task:
measure, cutting and designing,

basic food hygiene.

SKILLS Design purposeful, functional,
appealing products for

themselves.

Make - select from an use a
range of tools and equipment to

perform practical tasks.

Evaluate - their ideas and
products against design criteria.

Design to generate, develop,
model and communicate their

ideas through discussion,
annotated sketches, cross

sectional and exploded diagrams.

Make - select from and use a
range of tools and equipment to

perform practical tasks
accurately.

Evaluate - their ideas and
products against own design

criteria and peer review.

Design - to plan a simple recipe
to make product

Make - select from and use a
range of kitchen equipment and

perform practical tasks
accurately.

Evaluate - their ideas and
products against own design

criteria and peer review.

Spring
Year A

EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2
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YR Y1 & Y2
main class topic: Help!

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: Romans

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: Explorers,

Finding the Mayans
KNOWLEDGE Reception Year

links with wider
curriculum

areas rather
than a stand

alone subjects.

Knowledge and
skills are

incorporated
within topic

activities

Wheels and axels (eg fire
engine)

To learn how to design and make
a moving vehicle.  Explore using
mechanisms (wheels and axles).

Focus practical task:
measuring and cutting, marking

out holes

Food - to plan and make food
for a healthy and varied diet (eg
a healthy lunch).  Use computer
technology/apps to create and
evaluate the nutritional content

of their meal.

Focus practical task: food
preparation and cooking

techniques.

Structures - to make a Mayan
pyramid temple transforming a
2D shape into a 3D product.

Focused practical task:
cutting, folding, measuring.

SKILLS Design: generate, develop and
model and communicate design

criteria

Make: select from and use a
range of tools and equipment to

perform practical tasks (for
example cutting, shaping, joining

and finishing).

Evaluate: evaluate their ideas
and products against design

criteria.

Design: use research and
develop design criteria to inform
the content of a nutritious lunch.

Make: select from and use a
wider range of kitchen tools and
equipment to perform practical

tasks (cutting, rolling, etc).

Evaluate: understand how key
individuals who helped shaped

the world (chefs, eg Jamie
Oliver).

Design: generate, develop,
model and communicate ideas
through discussion, annotated
sketches, cross-sectional and

exploded diagrams.  Use
computer-aided design.

Make:  select from a use a wider
range of tools and equipment to

perform practical tasks (for
example cutting, shaping, joining

and finishing) accurately.

Evaluate:  understand how key
events in design and technology

have been used to shape the
world.

Summer EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2
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Year A
YR Y1 & Y2

main class topic: Castles and
dragons

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: rainforests

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: Ancient

Greeks
KNOWLEDGE Reception Year

links with wider
curriculum

areas rather
than a stand

alone subjects.

Knowledge and
skills are

incorporated
within topic

activities

Sliders and levers - a dragon
flying over a castle.  Children to

plan their ideas of a moving
dragon using mechnicams (lever

and/or sliders).

Focused practical tasks:
measuring, cutting and
positioning split pins.

shell structures - to make a
sustainable box for food.

Learning how to strengthen,
stiffen and reinforce their box.

Focused practical task:
cutting, folding, shaping,

finishing.

Electrical systems to create a
light up model using circuits.

Focused practical task: to use
a light up system using a switch.

SKILLS Design:  generate, develop,
model and communicate their
ideas through talking, drawing,

templates, mock-ups and where,
appropriate information adn
communication technology.

Make:  select from and use a
range of tools and equipment to

perform practical tasks (for
example cutting, shaping, joining

and finishing).

Evaluate: evaluate their ideas
and products against design

criteria.

Design:  use research and
develop design criteria for a box
to be functional and appealing.

Make: select from and use a
wider range of tools and

equipment to perform practical
tasks accurately.

Evaluate: evaluate their ideas
and products against their own

design criteria and peer evaluate.

Design: generate, design, model
and communicate their ideas
through discussion, annotated

sketches and prototypes.

Make: design from and use a
wider range of materials and

components, according to their
functional properties

(conductors).

Evaluate: understand how key
events and individual to design

and technology have helped
shape the world (famous

scientists, etc).
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Autumn
Year B

EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2

YR Y1 & Y2
main class topic: Pirates

Y3 & Y4
main class topic:

sustainability

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: invaders

and settlers
KNOWLEDGE Reception Year

links with wider
curriculum

areas rather
than a stand

alone subjects.

Knowledge and
skills are

incorporated
within topic

activities

Free standing structures -
lighthouse.  Pupils will build a

structure, exploring how they can
be made stronger, stiffer and

stable.

Focus practical task:
folding to make things stronger
and attaching edges together

Simple electrical circuits and
switches to make a light up

board or game based on
sustainability/recycling. To

understand and use electrical
systems in their products,
including switches, bulbs,

buzzers and motors).

Focus practical task: make a
circuit which works.

Textiles - a Viking draw-string
ouch make combining different

fabric shapes.

Focus practical task: sewing
and joining

SKILLS Design:  Design a purposeful,
functioning products for
themselves and other users
based on design criteria.

Make: select from and use a
wide range of materials and
components, including
construction materials, textiles
according to their characteristics.

Evaluate: evaluate their ideas
and products against design
criteria (and each others).

Design: generate, design, model
and communicate their ideas
through discussion, annotated

sketches and prototypes.

Make: design from and use a
wider range of materials and

components, according to their
functional properties

(conductors).

Evaluate: understand how key
events and individual to design

and technology have helped
shape the world (famous

scientists, etc).

Design: generate, develop and
communicate their ideas through
discussion, annotated sketches

and pattern pieces and computer
aided design.

Make: select from and use a
wider range of materials

according to their functional and
aesthetic qualities.

Evaluate: understand how key
individuals in design and

technology have helped shape
the world.
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Spring
Year B

EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2

YR Y1 & Y2
main class topic: battles

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: dragons

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: English Civil

War
KNOWLEDGE Reception Year

links with wider
curriculum

areas rather
than a stand

alone subjects.

Knowledge and
skills are

incorporated
within topic

activities

Textiles - templates and joining.
A bag for Medusa’s head.  To

explore which products are best
suited for a strong bag for

Medusa’s head and which joining
methods are most successful.

Focused practical task: joining
and sewing.

Textiles - wax resist banner
To design a banner, scarf, bag,

with a dragon theme motif.
Apply their understanding of
computing to programme,
monitor and control their

products.

Focused practical task:
wax resist painting/dyeing

Food - healthy soup, pizzas,
bread.  Make a food product

understanding seasonality, how
and where food items are grown

and apply the principles of
healthy eating and a varied diet.

Focused practical task:
cutting, rolling, shaping.

SKILLS Design:  design a purposeful,
functional and appealing bag
based on design criteria of

holding Medusa’s head.

Make: select from a range of
tools and materials and textiles

to make the bag strong.

Evaluate: explore and evaluate
a range of existing products

(other bags).

Design: generate, develop and
communicate their ideas through
discussion, annotated sketches

and pattern pieces and computer
aided design.

Make: select from and use a
wider range of materials

according to their functional and
aesthetic qualities.

Evaluate: understand how key
individuals in design and

technology have helped shape
the world.

Design: plan a healthy food
product using seasonal
ingredients.  Design a

label/menu/recipe card to
promote product.

Make: select from a range of
tools and equipment (cutting

accurately).

Evaluate: investigate and
evaluate a range of existing

products (and compare with t
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Summer
Year B

EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2

YR Y1 & Y2
Main class topic: dinosaurs

and volcanoes

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: Ancient

Egypt

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: Romans

KNOWLEDGE Reception Year
links with wider

curriculum
areas rather
than a stand

alone subjects.

Knowledge and
skills are

incorporated
within topic

activities

Food - fruit kebab and chocolate
fountain to understand where
food comes from.

Focused practical task:
chopping fruit

Food - chutneys and jams to
understand seasonability, to

know where and how a variety of
ingredients are grown, reared,

caught and processed.

Focused practical task:
cutting, chopping, food hygiene.

Pulley and gears - a space
structure/vehicle.  To create an
item related to science space

topic.

SKILLS Design: Design purposeful,
functional and appealing (tasty)

products for a fruit feast.

Make: select from and use a
range of tools and equipment to

perform practical tasks.

Evaluate: explore their ideas
and products against their own

design criteria.

Design:  plan and make a
chutney and/or jam using

seasonal ingredients.  Design a
label to promote product.

Make: select from a range of
tools and equipment (cutting

accurately).

Evaluate: investigate and
evaluate a range of existing

Design to generate, develop,
model and communicate their

ideas through discussion,
annotated sketches, cross

sectional and exploded diagrams.

Make - select from and use a
range of tools and equipment to

perform practical tasks
accurately.
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products (and compare with their
own).

Evaluate - their ideas and
products against own design

criteria and peer review.

YR Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6
IMPACT Outcomes will be

assessed
through

Foundation
Stage

assessments
incorporated

within subjects.

Children should
be confident

using different
types of media
to create DT

products.. They
should be able to

design their
ideas and think

about the
materials used
before making
them. They are

able to use
different tools

safely and
competently.

Children will be
able to use a

range of cutting
and joining
techniques.

Children will be
able to make
simple plans,
and design

according to a
criteria.

Children should
know how
shapes and

structures can
be used to make

effective
products. They
should be able

to select
appropriate
materials for

their final pieces
of work. Children

should have a
clear

understanding of
characteristics

and properties of
food ingredients.

Children can
evaluate their

final product and
suggest

improvements to
their designs.

Children would
know a variety
techniques to
join different

materials. They
would be able to

select
appropriate

material fit for
the purpose.

Children will be
able to

investigate and
evaluate a range

of existing
products. They
can evaluate

their final
product and

suggest
improvements to

their designs.

Children would
have

consolidated
their knowledge

of different
materials and

how to
strengthen

where
appropriate.
Children can

plan then
evaluate,

identifying areas
for

improvement.

Children have a
very good

understanding of
the purpose and
target market of
a product. They
will able to use
refined skills to

create a range of
projects that link

to their
foundation topics
and wider world

issues.


